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Vintage analysis is a tool that allows for performance comparisons
between portfolio segments. Data is grouped into segments based
on the origination month (a vintage), and can be formatted in a
triangular fashion with vintage and age (months on books) as the two
axes (see Exhibit 1). In this type of analysis, a portfolio is completely
deconstructed into separate vintages which allow a clear look at all
the independent parts of the macro portfolio. The right-most data
point for each vintage aggregate up to the current macro portfolio.
This isolates the segments to show behavioral aspects and financial
performance for the individual vintages. Breaking down a portfolio
into these separate vintages can help identify trends and point to
particular reasons for shifts in macro portfolio performance.

Vintage analysis is a tool
that allows for performance
comparisons between
portfolio segments.

Exhibit 1 shows a triangular compilation of cumulative loss (charge-off) rates of a hypothetical credit card portfolio
based on portfolio age. Let’s assume the acquisition selection criterion was modified and narrowed in the spring
of 2009. We would expect lower 12 month loss rates for the newer vintages. By monitoring the separate
vintages, we can see that is what happened. By tightening up the criterion, we can see from the table that the
12-month loss rate improved from nearly 17 percent in the December 2008 vintage to less than 6.5 percent in
the December 2009 vintage.

Exhibit 1
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In a nonprime credit card portfolio, cardholders perform notably
different as an account ages and moves along the lifecycle curve.
Using a graphical perspective, vintage analysis can help identify
trends and forecast younger vintage performance. Exhibit 2 shows
cumulative closure rates by months on books. We can see that the
majority of account closures occur in the first four months of age. For
example, assume cardholder pricing was adjusted from the December
2009 – February 2010 vintages to the March 2010 vintages and on.
Looking at the graph, we can see that cumulative closure rates at four
months of age were reduced from the 10-15 percent range to the
5-10 percent range. From this graphical look, we can forecast that
the newer vintages will have lower closure rates in the 8-12 percent
range as they mature.

Exhibit 2

Vintage analysis can
help identify trends
and forecast younger
vintage performance.
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